LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Novel Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus

Dear Editor,

The recent publication on novel Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus is very interesting.1 Chan et al1 summarized many important issues on this new emerging disease and mentioned possible human to human transmission. As observed, this new infection might be a highly similar infection to severe acute respiratory syndrome. A recent finding on its origin is very interesting because it was found to have potential lineage C β-coronaviruses in European bats.2 The bat is a wild animal and how the virus reaches humans from bats is a topic for future investigation. The complex path by which the virus crosses species from animal to human has to be further studied.3 An interesting consideration is the increased number of new emerging viral diseases that are classified as zoonotic diseases. The factors that stimulate the cross-species phenomenon should be carefully evaluated. The invasion of human population to the wild and the increased temperature due to global warming have to be explored for their actual effects.

Focusing on the present situation, the fear of a worldwide pandemic is an important issue. The possibility of the worldwide extension of the disease is presently being evaluated. Chan et al1 noted that the new virus still has low transmissibility at this stage. However, this does not mean there will be no future problem. Because viruses constantly have new mutations, new problematic viruses can appear at any time. It is the role of the medical scientist to closely monitor and find new drugs and vaccines to correspond to this new infection. At this stage, the important preparation should include: (1) systematic data collection, with verification and analysis for using as database for preparation to fight the infection; (2) health education for medical personnel and the general population focusing on the natural history and prevention of the disease; (3) preparation of preventive devices and a prophylactic system; (4) a plan to correspond for a possible outbreak; (5) development of a simple and fast-to-use diagnostic tool; and (6) research to find new drugs and vaccines.
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